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Mission 
To Create a lifestyle shoe that suits those on a court and skatepark by using ma-
terials . The main focus is for the shoe to be an Adidas Original. The shoe i have 
chosen to redesign is the Adirise 2.0 for its purpose of an aesthetic lifestyle and 
still thinking of what would work best for it when used in action. 
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Research: ADIRISE 2.0
Adidas Originals
Personal collections,innovative 
style,groundbreaking fashion.Orginals 
by original is the sum of all three,pure 
celebration of originality in footwear 
and apparel.

History/ philosophy
Named for its founder, Adi Dassler, 
Adidas athletic footwear has a heritage 
dating back to the 1920’s of making 
the world’s most influential shoes for 
athletes. Always innovative, dedicated 
to the ideal that shoes should always 
work with the foot, Adidas philosophy 
is to help the athlete achieve the high-
est performance level. From classic 
footwear with authentic, enduring style 
to the cutting edge of modern sports 
performance, Adidas leads the way with 
superior design and innovative technol-
ogy. From the simplest sandals to the 
most complex technical running shoes, 
Adidas are always the right choice for 
comfort, fit, style, and performance.

Adirise 2.0
The shoe that effortlessly straddles 
the line between court and skate park 
is back. These men’s adidas Originals 
adiRise 2.0 shoes debut a synthetic nu-
buck upper with a shiny ankle and heel 
strap that adds more flash to your step. 
Synthetic nubuck upper for great look 
and feel
Perforated upper for breathability   Pat-
ent accents and ankle strap for a bold 
look   Comfortable textile lining   Trefoil-
pattern outsole for grip
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Consumer

Lucas Puig      Age: 24Skateboards  plays basketball
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Inspiration 

The wolf and vehicle is being used 
for its boldness and sleek appear-
ance. For patterns i will be ex-
perimenting with materials found 
below like wood, rock grains and 
the skateboard. For the buillding i 
will be using the illusion of it being 
in different planes.
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Sketching Process 

Giving the three stripes a pur-
pose by have the third stripe be 
the strap. In addition also look-
ing for color and pattern places-
ment .
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Final concept on the ideations. 
first stage was to find a certain 
concept that speaks out visually 
adidas.
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micro g material for light weight 

Aztec Pattern

Most interested in these soles since the side because of it being a neutral color

Color/ pattern of sole
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Final Design Giving the shoe a purpose. final concept can be cus-
tomized on the back and front of the shoe. on the back 
the logo will be see thru for when you slide in the color 
swatch it gives the logo color. Similar to the adicolor 
shoe.
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Final Renderings

Strap Completes third strip giving 
the illusion that they are together.

Simliar texture to the adirise 2.0 
except with wood grain pattern.

Nose of the shoe and back 
logo while be customizable.

Simplistic design and still having 
function by using Micro G.


